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About Grant & Cutler at Foyles 

Grant & Cutler was established in 1936 and merged with Foyles in March 2011. Award-winning bookseller 

Foyles started in 1903 and has the largest range of books in the UK with more than 200,000 titles. The 

merged language departments now carry a very wide range of foreign-language material, together with a 

large section on English as a Foreign Language. 

We specialise in the major Western European languages as well as Polish and Russian, but pride ourselves on 

covering all living languages from Afrikaans to Zulu. 

In June 2014, Foyles moved into an exciting, new flagship store at 107 Charing Cross Road, two doors down 

from its previous location, and Foreign Languages is on Level 4. Opening hours are: 

Monday - Saturday        9.30-21.00 

Sunday        11.30-18.00 

Public holidays (not Easter Sunday or Christmas Day)  11.00-20.00 

Prices 

Prices are shown in British pounds and are correct at the time of cataloguing. However, because of exchange 

rate fluctuations and publishers’ increases, they are subject to change without notice. Website prices are 

updated overnight and provide a more accurate check on current prices. 

Tax (VAT) is charged only on non-book material, and only on deliveries within the UK, or to customers in 

other EU countries who are not registered for VAT. 

Discounts and delivery 

Postage is free on all UK orders over £10.  Schools, libraries and other institutions will receive free UK 

postage on all orders and a discount on larger orders. Full delivery rates can be found on our website. 

To qualify for a discount, orders must be received as a single item; discounts are not cumulative. Orders for 

software site licences, and magazine and newspaper subscriptions are not eligible for discounts. 

About this catalogue 

This is our annual catalogue of language-learning material for Italian. It is mainly intended for schools and 

colleges but will be of interest to anyone involved with modern languages. Space does not permit us to list 

more than a selection of the items we stock. For a fuller listing visit www.grantandcutler.com. 

Inspection copies are only available from publishers or their UK distributors, though we may be able to 

supply titles on approval to account customers. 

All computer software listed is for Windows systems unless otherwise stated. 

Non-foreign language material 

Now that we are part of Foyles, with more than 200,000 titles in stock, please consider us for all of your 

subject requirements, particularly EFL. 

Ordering information 

We accept orders by fax, phone, e-mail, mail or on our websites. At certain times of the year our phone 

lines are very busy and faxing, emailing or ordering online is recommended.  We welcome personal visits and 

teachers and librarians with appropriate authorisation can ask for books to be invoiced to their school 

account. 

Payment may be made by credit/debit card (Mastercard/Visa), by cheque in GBP or by bank transfer. Schools 

and libraries will normally be invoiced on receipt of an official order. 



Website ordering 

Everything in this catalogue, and much more, can be found on both the Grant & Cutler and Foyles websites: 

www.grantandcutler.com and www.foyles.co.uk/languages.  Prices are updated overnight. 

Customers can pay by card or order against their account on the Foyles site, but we regret that only schools 

and other institutions with a credit account can place orders on the Grant & Cutler website. 

Customers ordering on the Foyles website can also access a vast range of non-language books. 

Other catalogues 

We produce a range of other catalogues, which can be  downloaded in pdf format from 

www.grantandcutler.com/pdf.html . These catalogues contain only a selection of our stock, and more 

comprehensive listings can be found on our website. 

French/German/Spanish: language learning, dictionaries, literary texts and background material 

Arabic: language learning and dictionaries 

EAL Dictionaries: dictionaries for school use in an English as an additional language context 

Oriental: language learning and dictionaries 

Portuguese: language learning and dictionaries  

Russian: language learning and dictionaries 

Central and Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia: language learning and dictionaries 

Library Fiction Catalogue: recent titles and reprints from Europe, Latin America and Russia. 
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Dictionaries 

 

General: Bilingual 

Large 

Collins Italian dictionary, 3rd ed., 2013, Harper Collins, hardback, 9780007367832, pp.1760, £45.00 

Completely updated to cover current Italian and English, with thousands of examples of Italian in 

context, translation tips and help with false friends. 

Oxford Paravia Italian Dictionary: Italian<>English, 2010, Oxford University Press, hardback, 

9780199580422, pp.2800, £60.00 

The third edition of the Oxford Paravia Italian dictionary has over 300,000 words and phrases and 

450,000 translations. Grammatical notes and usage information for both Italian and English are 

also available. 

 New  Il Ragazzini 2015: dizionario inglese<>italiano, 2014, Zanichelli 

Hardback & DVD, 9788808235237, pp.2688, £73.99; hardback, 9788808600820, pp.2688, £58.00 

400,000 entries. 3000 phrasal verbs and 120,000 specialist terms. 32 illustrations relating to sport, 

science, human body, transport, space and music. Cultural information on English-speaking 

countries. 

 

Medium 

Collins easy learning Italian dictionary, 4th ed., 2014, HarperCollins, 9780007530939, pp.680, £10.99 

Part of the bestselling and acclaimed Easy Learning range with headwords in blue, a colourful 

'Italian in Action' supplement and free access to extra study materials online. More than two million 

copies sold. 

Collins Italian dictionary and grammar, 3rd ed., 2014, Harper Collins, 9780007484379, pp.1152, 

£13.99 

New, comprehensive dictionary with headwords in blue, in-depth treatment of difficult words and a 

useful 235 page grammar guide at the back. 

Collins pocket Italian dictionary, 7th ed., 2013, flexi cover, 9780007485505, pp.672, £9.99 

An easy-to-use dictionary, now in colour. (Suitable for EAL exam purposes.) 

Compact Oxford Italian dictionary, 2013, Oxford University Press, 9780199663132, pp.865, £13.99 

Find the words and translations you need quickly with carefully selected examples. Improve your 

language skills with grammar help, sample letters, and cultural guides. 

 

Small 

Berlitz Italian<>English universal dictionary, 2008, Berlitz, flexi cover, 9789812683557, pp.640, 

£4.99 

Portable palm-sized dictionary with 36,000, with all headwords in blue for quick reference. 

(Suitable for EAL exam purposes.) 

Collins gem Italian dictionary, 9th ed., 2012, Harper Collins, flexi cover, 9780007437931, pp.640, 

£4.99 

Pocket sized with clear, colour layout, but tiny print. Includes the practical phrasefinder for 

travellers. 

Oxford Essential Italian Dictionary: Italian<>English, 2010, Oxford University Press, 9780199576418, 

pp.528, £7.99 

Offers over 40,000 words and phrases and 60,000 translations. In addition, guides to both Italian 

and English pronunciation and conjugated verbs are included. 

Oxford Italian Mini Dictionary, 4th ed., 2011, Oxford, flexi cover, 9780199692651, pp.656, £5.99 
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Pocket-sized Italian<>English dictionary, with over 40,000 words and 60,000 translations. It 

includes a practical phrasefinder and verb tables. 

Oxford study Italian dictionary (Bressan, D. & P. Glennan), 2nd ed., 2006, Oxford University Press, 

9780195553109, pp.718, £9.99 

Trialled and tested in schools, handy-sized and easy to use, with headwords in green. Contains core 

curriculum and international vocabulary, guidance on grammar, and a section on everyday life and 

culture in Italy. 

 

General: Monolingual 

Large 

Lo Zingarelli 2015: vocabolario della lingua italiana (Zingarelli, N.), 2014, Zanichelli 
Hardback, 9788808700827, pp.2688, £58.99; hardback & DVD-ROM, 9788808535238, pp.2688, £73.50 

Highly regarded dictionary with 140,000 entries and over 375,000 definitions and diagrams. 

Illustrated appendices include information about transport, animals, daily life, architecture, human 

body, etc. 

 

Medium 

Dizionario di italiano, 2007, Garzanti, 9788848006200, pp.1572, £25.00 

130,000 entries. Also includes synonyms and some grammatical notes and verb tables. 

 

Small 

 New  Dizionario italiano per stranieri, 2013, Giunti Demetra, 9788844043674, pp.480, £8.99 

A monolingual dictionary designed for learners of Italian, with examples of use and synonyms to 

increase vocabulary. 

 

General: Picture and visual 

Bilingual visual dictionary: Italian, 2005, Dorling Kindersley, 9781405311052, pp.360, £8.99 

The quick and intuitive way to learn and remember thousands of Italian words. Over 6,000 words 

and phrases with a colour illustration for each. 

Usborne Italian dictionary for beginners (Davies, H., & G. Iannaco), 2009, Usborne, 9781409508397, 

pp.127, £7.99 

Classic illustrated dictionary for children, thematically arranged with English>Italian glossary. 

With about 2,000 everyday words and phrases which can all be listened to on the Usborne 

Quicklinks website as well as picture puzzles and other activities to be downloaded. 
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Primary 

 

Courses 

Grandi amici: corso di italiano per ragazzi (Gerngross, G., H. Puchta & G. Rettaroli), 2004, ELI 

An Italian course for Primary Schools which encourages pupils to assimilate and memorise the 

Italian language naturally whilst having fun. 
Level 1 — Student's book, 9788853601483, £10.25; exercise book, 9788853601490, £5.25; teacher's book 

& CD, 9788853601476, £18.40 

Level 2 — Student's book, 9788853601537, £10.25; exercise book, 9788853601544, £5.25; teacher's book 

& CD, 9788853601520, £12.25 

Level 3 — Student's book, 9788853601575, £10.25; workbook, 9788853601582, £5.25 

Italian for beginners (Wilkes, A.), 1987, Usborne 
Book, 9780746001394, £5.99; book with CD(s), 9780746046425, £9.99 

A colourful introduction to Italian, covering everyday situations. 

Magica Italia, 2013, Eli 

An engaging course for young learners of Italian. 
Level 1 —  Libro dello studente & CD, 9788853614834, £10.75; Libro degli esercizi, 9788853614841, 

£6.70; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 9788853614858, £17.50; Flashcards, 9788853614865, £18.99 

Level 2 —  Libro dello studente & CD, 9788853614889, £10.99; Libro degli esercizi, 9788853614896, 

£6.99; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 9788853614902, £17.99; Flashcards, 9788853614919, £18.99 

Level 3 —  Libro dello studente & CD, 9788853614933, £10.99; Libro degli esercizi, 9788853614940, 

£6.99; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 9788853614957, £17.99 

 New  Un, due, tre…nuove storie: Italiano per stranieri. Corso per bambini with free CD (Falcinelli, M., 

et al.), 2013, Le Monnier 

New edition. For ages 6 to 9, a course in three levels, focusing on the social development of children 

and based on a communicative approach. Builds vocabulary and linguistic functions through 

games, songs, rhymes, short poems and role-play activities. 
Level 1 (Per cominciare) — Book with CD(s), 9788800806565, £10.99; teacher's book & CD, 

9788800806572, £10.99 

Level 2 — Book with CD(s), 9788800806602, £17.99; teacher's book & CD, 9788800806619, £10.99 

Level 3 — Book with CD(s), 9788800806626, £18.99; teacher's book, 9788800806633, £10.99 

Level 4 — Book with CD(s), 9788800806640, £18.99; teacher's book, 9788800806657, £12.99 

Children's Dictionaries 

First hundred words in Italian (Amery, H., & S. Cartwright), 2008, Usborne, 9780746095355, pp.32, 

£4.99 

Suitable for children but also for adults who are learning their first words in Italian. 

First thousand words in Italian: with easy pronunciation guide (Cartwright & H. Amery, S.), 2nd ed., 

2013, Usborne, 9781409566144, illus., £6.99 

Classroom Extras 

 New  Da dove viene? (Friedrich, Federica), 2014, Editoriale Scienza, hardback, 9788873076919, pp.28, 

£13.50 

A book with lots of windows showing the origin of food, clothes, and other household objects. 

Perfect for curious children. Age 5+ 

 New  Jumpstart! Spanish and Italian: engaging activities for ages 7-12 (Watts, C. & H. Philips), 

2014, Routledge, 9780415727860, £14.99 

A collection of simple to use, multi-sensory games and activities that will jumpstart students’ 

understanding of modern languages in action. 
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My first bilingual book: Italian/English, Milet 
Sports, 9781840597547, £5.99; Animals, 9781840596144, £5.99; Numbers, 9781840595437, £5.99; 

Colours, 9781840595376, £5.99; Fruit, 9781840596304, £5.99; Vegetables, 9781840596625, £5.99; Home, 

9781840596465, £5.99; Music, 9781840597226, £5.99; Jobs, 9781840597066, £5.99; Opposites, 

9781840597387, £5.99; Touch, 9781840598421, £6.99; Taste, 9781840598261, £6.99; Smell, 

9781840598100, £6.99; Sight, 9781840597943, £6.99; Hearing, 9781840597783, £6.99; Vehicles, 

9781840599282, £5.99; School, 9781840598964, £5.99; Plants, 9781840598803, £5.99; Clothes, 

9781840598643, £5.99; Tools, 9781840599121, £5.99 

Colourful bilingual cardboard books of basic words for toddlers. 

 New  Regioni d'Italia. Quiz Box - 100 domande e risposte per conoscere, 2014, Touring Junior, 

9788836565320, £5.99 

A set of 100 cards with questions and answers about the Italian regions. 

Usborne everyday words Italian flashcards, 2009, Usborne, flashcards, 9781409505839, £5.99 

50 cards to help your child learn simple Italian vocabulary, each with a word and picture on one 

side and the same word, alone, on the other. Can be used to play games, self testing, or propped 

around the house or classroom as a reminder. 

 

Italian Language 

 

GCSE: Courses 

Amici (Shepherd, C., & D. Aust), 2004, Oxford University Press 
Textbook, 9780199124244, £23.99; workbook, 9780199124275, £6.49; teacher’s book, 9780199124251, 

£69.99; Edexcel study guide, 9780199135158, £7.99 

Motivating, contemporary Italian course taking beginners to GCSE, Standard Grade, and other 

intermediate level examinations in one volume. 

Amici d'Italia, 2013, Eli 

A clearly presented 3 level Italian course for Key Stage 4. The course is made up of fun, motivating 

and age-appropriate topics to help capture children's imagination. 
Level 1 — student’s book, 9788853615114, £11.99; workbook, 9788853615121, £8.99; teacher’s book & 

CDs, 9788853615138, £17.99 

Level 2 — student’s book, 9788853615152, £11.99; workbook, 9788853615169, £8.99; teacher’s book & 

CDs, 9788853615176, £17.99 

Level 3 — student’s book, 9788853615190, £11.99; workbook, 9788853615206, £8.99; teacher’s book & 

CDs, 9788853615213, £17.99 

Parla con me: corso di lingua e cultura italiana per ragazzi, 2011, Alma 

Course for teenagers to learn the language and culture of Italy. 
Part 1 — student’s book & CD, 9788861821934, £22.99; teacher’s book, 9788861821897, £12.99 

Part 2 — student’s book & CD, 9788861822467, £21.99; teacher’s book, 9788861822450, £13.99 

Part 3 — student’s book & CD, 9788861822863, £19.99; teacher’s book, 9788861822870, £12.99 

 New  Pro e contro junior: Materiali per lo sviluppo della capacitá di argomentazione orale per 

adolescenti (Diadori, P. & S. Semplici), 2013, Bonacci, 9788875734404, pp.144, £21.50 

A textbook showing teenagers how to hold discussions and develop arguments using visual and 

written extracts. 

GCSE: Key Skills 

 New  Primo ascolto: Livello elementare-intermedio (Marin, T.), 2014, Edilingua, book with CD(s), 

9788898433261, £15.99 

The first volume of a series of books designed to develop listening skills through the use of authentic 

material from Italian radio and television broadcasts. Each text is accompanied by comprehension 

exercises. This level is suitable for beginners and can be used up to an intermediate level. 
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GCSE: Classroom Extras 

Easy Italian crossword puzzles (Goldhagen, N.), 1995, National Textbook Co., 9780844280530, £5.99 

Italian crossword puzzles, each of which concentrates on a particular topic such as the weather, 

colours, time, animals etc. A fun way to boost your Italian vocabulary. 

MoviMente, 2013, Alma, 9788861823013, £23.99 

21 activities to stimulate learning alongside movement, with detailed instructions and photocopiable 

material. For level A1-C2. 

Advanced Level: Courses 

 New  Bellissimo!, Eli, 2014-2015 

A course for secondary school pupils and young adults adopts an engaging communicative 

approach, providing students with a solid grounding in both the language and culture of Italy. 
Level A1 — Libro & eserciziario + CD, 9788853618207, £19.99; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 

9788853618238, £15.99 

Level A2 — Libro & eserciziario + CD, 9788853618252, £18.95; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 

9788853618283, £15.50 

Level B1 — Libro & eserciziario + CD, 9788853618306, £18.95; Guida per l'insegnante & CD, 

9788853618337, £15.50 

Campus Italia: corso multimediale di italiano per le università (Errico, R., et al.), 2008, Guerra 

A course aimed at A-Level or university students who want to know the basic aspects of Italian 

language and culture. 
Level 1 — Student's book, 9788855702706, £24.49; teacher's book, 9788855701334, £17.50; CD(s), 

9788855701327, £19.16+VAT 

Level 2 — Student's book, 9788855702164, £27.50; CD(s), 9788855702225, £24.96+VAT  

Domani: corso di lingua e cultura Italiana (Guastalla, N.), 2010-2011, Alma 

A course in Italian language and culture that aims at having the student use the language from the 

first lesson. The DVD includes a short film with activities, and a radio adaptation of the dramatic 

cartoon strip which features in the book. 
Part 1 (A1) — student’s book & DVD, 9788861822764, £25.99; teacher’s book & CD, 9788861821705, 

£17.99; CD(s), 9788861821712, £12.50 

Part 2 (A2) — student’s book & DVD, 9788861822610, £29.50; teacher’s book, 9788861821521, £18.99; 

CD(s), 9788861821514, £13.99 

Part 3 (B1) — student’s book & DVD, 9788861822405, £19.50; student’s book, 9788861822719, £17.99; 

teacher’s book, 9788861822399, £12.99; CD(s), 9788861822672, £15.30 

Nuovo Magari, 2014, Alma 

New edition of a popular course for intermediate to advanced learners; it features interactive 

exercises and supplementary materials are available online. 
Level B2 — Libro & CD, 9788861822832, £21.50 

Level C1-C2 — Libro & CD, 9788861822856, £27.50 

Advanced Level: Key Skills 

Developing writing skills in Italian (Oliver-Federici, T.), 2009, Routledge, 9780415432610, £28.99 

This text has been specifically designed for upper-intermediate students of Italian who need to write 

Italian for personal, business and academic purposes. 

Mosaico Italia: percorsi nella cultura e nella civiltà italiana (Biasio, M. de., & P. Garofalo), 2008, 

Edilingua 
Student’s book B2-C2 (incl. audio CD), 9789606632693, £18.99 

A course designed for students of intermediate to advanced level (B2-C2). Divided into topics 

covering Italian culture and everyday life. The CD includes 24 extracts from television and radio 

programmes. Answers are available on publisher's website. 

 New  Nuovo canta che ti passa, 2014, Alma, book with CD(s), 9788861822818, £28.50 

Supplementary material for all A1-C1 level courses, offering practical revision of both grammatical 

points and vocabulary through songs and related exercises. 
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La prova orale: materiale autentico per la conversazione e la preparazione agli esami orali (Marin, T.), 

2000, Edilingua 
Book 1: livello elementare-intermedio, 9789607706287, £15.99; Book 2: livello medio-avanzato, 

9789607706256, £14.99 

A course for the development of speaking skills, which may be used as a supplement to any 

coursebook. Includes colour photographs and a variety of authentic material on more than 50 

modern topics. 

Scrivere bene (o quasi) (Perini, E.), 2011, Giunti, 9788809766914, pp.255, £11.99 

A guide to correct writing in Italian. 

 New  Scriviamo insieme!, 2014, Edilingua 

Libro 1, 9788898433124, £13.99 

A useful series that helps students to develop and improve their writing skills in Italian. 

Advanced Level: Classroom Extras 

 New  Ascoltare e leggere, 2014, Loescher 

Io non ho paura, 9788858316214, £6.99; Se questo è uomo, 9788858316221, £6.99 

Approach the classics of Italian 20
th
-21

st
 century literature with confidence with the help of these 

complementary workbooks for B1-B2 level students. 

 New  Caleidoscopio italiano, 2014, Loescher, 9788820136765, £22.99 

A flexible and compact course for intermediate-advanced level students, using authentic literary 

materials. The texts are arranged into six thematic units, each complete with a variety of exercises 

to develop students' linguistic skills. 

Cinema italiano (Lorenzotti, A., & R. Aiello (eds)), 2009, Alma Edizioni 
Livello 1: Tana libera tutti; Fede e Fido; Mon cher, 9788861820920, £25.99; Livello 2: I capelli della 

sposa; Sotto il mio giardino; Lezioni di stile, 9788861820951, £22.99; Livello 3: Fuori dal giro; Red 

pause; Giganti, 9788861820982, £22.99 

This series offers the possibility of studying Italian language through short films. Each DVD comes 

with a book with activities and exercises which help to understand and use the language of the films. 

Italia allo specchio: uno straordinario viaggio attraverso la storia, la letteratura, l'arte, la musica, il 

costume e le abitudini degli italiani di ieri e di oggi (Lebano, E., & F. Saverio Mirri), 2007, Guerra, 

9788877159441, illus., £21.00 

A textbook on Italian history, art, literature and current affairs. It includes a small dictionary of 

idioms. Ideal for A-Level students. 

MoviMente, 2013, Alma, 9788861823013, £23.99 

21 activities to stimulate learning alongside movement, with detailed instructions and photocopiable 

material. For level A1-C2. 

Voci di autori italiani: In interviste e brani scelti (Mattedi, Cristina), 2012, Guerra edizioni, book with 

CD(s), 9788855704656, pp.77, £19.50 

The book introduces, through interviews and texts, ten of the most important Italian modern writers. 

Perfect for learners of Italian at level B1-C1. 

Reference: Grammar 

 New  202 esercizi C1-C2 con soluzioni e grammatica di riferimento, 2014, Alpha & Beta, 

9788872231968, £22.99 

Exercises based on authentic texts with solutions and a grammar reference section. For classroom 

use or self-study. 

Collins easy learning Italian grammar, 2011, HarperCollins, 9780007367801, pp.210, £7.99 

All one needs to know about Italian grammar and verbs. 

Collins easy learning Italian grammar and practice, 2012, Harper Collins, 9780007456000, pp.290, 

£10.99 

A complete guide to Italian grammar with over 150 exercises. Ideal resource for independent study 

or as part of a course. 
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 New  Congiuntivo, che passione!, 2014, Bonacci, 9788875734442, £17.99 

Each chapter focuses on a particular use of the subjunctive tense - simply choose a specific topic or 

work through the chapters step-by-step. Level B1-C2. 

Gramm. It for English Speakers: Italian Grammar - complete with exercises and authentic materials, 

2010, Bonacci, 9788875734305, pp.320, £20.50 

A clear and well-illustrated textbook of Italian grammar for English-speaking students.  Using 

authentic Italian texts from a variety of sources with key grammar explanations in English, the 

student is brought into direct contact with real everyday Italian language. 

Grammatica attiva (Landriani, M. R.), 2012, 9788800805810, £18.99 

Italian grammar explained in 44 illustrated chapters, aimed at both classroom use and self study. 

For levels A1-B2. 

Grammatica italiana per stranieri: nomi, verbi, pronomi, preposizioni, frasi… le regole e le eccezioni 

della comunicazione quotidiana. (Peccianti, M. C.), 2013, Giunti, 9788844043834, £11.99 

A practical grammar for students of Italian. 

 New  Una grammatica italiana per tutti: regole d’uso, esercizi e chiavi per studenti stranieri (Latino, 

A. & M. Muscolino), 2nd ed., 2014, Edilingua 
Volume 1: elementary level, 9788898433100, £17.99; Volume 2: intermediate level, 9788898433117, 

£16.99 

A practical Italian grammar with exercises and keys. 

Grammatica pratica della lingua italiana: esercizi – test – giochi (Nocchi, S.), 2nd ed., 2012, Alma, 

9788861822474, £22.99 

A practical textbook of Italian grammar, with many exercises and games to help students practise 

the language and acquire knowledge of Italian life, culture and history. 

 New  La grammatica vien leggendo, 2014, Edilingua, book with CD(s), 9788898433087, £13.99 

Literature extracts and varied activities to help discover the Italian language and to consolidate 

grammatical understanding at intermediate level. 

Italian grammar drills (Nanni -Tate, P.), 2nd ed., 2012, McGraw-Hill, 9780071789677, £9.99 

Introduces essential grammar concepts, with practical examples to demonstrate their correct usage 

and practice exercises. 

Italian pronouns and prepositions (Gobetti, D.), 2nd ed. (Practice Makes Perfect), 2011, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071753821, £10.99 

Provides students with clear, detailed explanations and all the practice tools needed to master 

Italian grammar. 

Modern Italian grammar (Proudfoot, A. & F. Cardo), 3rd ed., 2012, Routledge, 9780415671866, 

£28.99 

The ideal reference grammar for learners of Italian at all levels. 

Modern Italian grammar workbook (Proudfoot, A. & F. Cardo), 2005, Routledge, 9780415331654, 

£21.99 

A book of grammar exercises, companion volume to Modern Italian grammar. 

A reference grammar of modern Italian (Maiden, M., & C. Robustelli), 2000, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9780340913390, £25.99 

A detailed reference guide to the structure of modern Italian. With clear and detailed explanations 

of, for example, the relation between spelling and pronunciation, the forms of the article, and the 

nuances of the subjunctive. 

 New  Schaum’s outline of Italian grammar (Germano, J. & C. J. Schmitt.), 4th ed., 2014, McGraw-

Hill, 9780071823609, £14.99 

Includes a pronunciation guide, verb charts, 389 exercises and an answer key. 

 New  Soluzioni! A practical guide to Italian grammar (De Rôme, D.), 3rd ed., 2014, Arnold, 

9781138018488, pp.492, £25.99 

Using an appealing visual layout, "Soluzioni" explains the major topics of Italian grammar in clear 

and concise language. Real language examples and plenty of varied and imaginative exercises show 

how grammar works in practice. 
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Teach Yourself Italian grammar you really need to know (Proudfoot, A.), 2012, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781444179460, £10.99 

Comprehensive and clear explanations of key grammar patterns and structures are reinforced and 

contextualized through authentic materials. 

Reference: Verbs 

501 Italian verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses (Colaneri, J. & V. Luciani), 2007, Barrons, book 

with CD-Rom(s), 9780764179822, £11.99 

601 Italian verbs (Occhipinti, E.), 2nd ed., 2013, Berlitz, 9781780043883, £11.99 

An easy to understand verb reference book with practice activities and free download for iPhone, 

iPod, and iPod touch. 

The big green book of Italian verbs: 555 fully conjugated verbs (Maes-Christie, K., & D. Franklin), 

2005, McGraw-Hill, book with CD-Rom(s), 9780071487610, £14.71 

For beginning and intermediate learners. 

Italian irregular verb wheel / Verbi irregolari in italiano, 2009, Linguascope, 9781847950918, 

£2.92+VAT  

Fun to use, this bestselling wheel is a perfect desk-top reference for irregular verbs. Double-sided, it 

gives details of 60 frequently used verbs with irregular conjugation. 

Italian verb drills (Nanni-Tate, P.), 2013, McGraw-Hill, 9780071804493, pp.186, £9.99 

Combines the features of a workbook and reference manual with both explanations and drills for 

practice. 

Practice for success: Italian verb tenses (Danesi, Marcel), 2013, Barron's, 9781438002927, pp.361, 

£9.99 

Dozens of fully conjugated verbs, plus rules for correct verb usage, chapters for each tense, tips for 

commands, passive voice, and non-finite verbs, helpful learning features: crosswords, puzzles, 

exercises, grammar tips, and more. 

Reference: Vocabularies, Idioms, Slang 

Berlitz Italian vocabulary handbook (McKeane, R.), 2009, Berlitz, 9789812686756, £5.99 

Thousands of essential words and expressions covering everyday situations. 

 New  Italian reading and comprehension (Practice Makes Perfect), 2014, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071798952, £10.99 

Build your Italian reading comprehension skills and vocabulary through engaging contemporary 

extracts  that focus on the life and culture of Italy. 

Parola per parola: new advanced Italian vocabulary (Giovanazzi, T.), 2010, Hodder Murray, 

9781444110029, £7.99 

This is the second edition of an advanced Italian vocabulary book for AS, A2 and higher grade 

students. It also proves an invaluable resource for those in higher or further education. 

Teach Yourself Essential Italian Vocabulary (Zollo, M.), 2010, Hodder & Stoughton, 9781444103670, 

pp.251, £12.99 

An Italian vocabulary guide from the bestselling series Teach Yourself.  Vocabulary is organised 

thematically, with quizzes throughout and free downloadable audio support. 

Using Italian vocabulary (Danesi, M.), 2003, Cambridge UP, 9780521524254, £34.99 

Readers: Bilingual 

Eleven short stories/ Undici novelle (Pirandello, Luigi), 1994, Dover, 9780486280912, pp.187, £12.49 

First Italian Reader: A dual-language book (Appelbaum, S.), 2008, Dover Publications, 

9780486465357, pp.213, £14.49 

A bilingual anthology featuring classic Italian authors from the 14th to 20th century including 

Dante, Boccaccio, Pirandello and others.  The selections include excerpts from poetry, fiction, 

history and philosophy.  A great book for Italian students keen to progress to reading literature and 

understanding Italian culture. 
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Great Italian Short Stories of the Twentieth Century (Blakesley, Jacob (ed.)), 2013, Dover, 

9780486476315, £15.99 

Short stories by Calvino, Morante, Moravia, Pavese and other acclaimed Italian writers of the 20th 

century. 

Italian stories/Novelle italiane: a dual-language book (Hall, R. (ed.)), Dover, 9780486261805, £14.49 

Collection of short stories. 

 New  Leggo italiano, 2014, Mondadori 

Delitto in crociera, 9788800806541, £9.00; Il segreto, 9788800806763, £9.00; Senza paura, 

9788800806756, £9.00; Spaghetti al veleno, 9788800806534, £9.00 

Original stories written specifically for foreign students learning Italian (intermediate level A2+-

B1). Each chapter includes brief cultural notes along with exercises for comprehension, grammar 

and vocabulary building. 

New Penguin Parallel Text, Penguin Books, 9780140265408, £8.99 

Authors include Calvino, Primo Levi, Sciascia, Parise, Maraini and Tabucchi. 

Penguin parallel texts, Penguin Books 
Book 1, 9780140021967, £9.99; book 2, 9780140032536, £9.99 

A bilingual selection of works by authors such as Moravia, Pavese, Pratolini, Calvino, Svevo and 

Fenoglio. 

Readers: Monolingual 

Better reading Italian: a reader and guide to improving your understanding of written Italian (Gobetti, 

D.), 2nd ed., 2011, McGraw-Hill, 9780071770330, £10.99 

Easy Italian reader (Saggese, R.), McGraw-Hill 
Book, 9780071439572, £8.99; book with CD-Rom(s), 9780071603348, £10.78 

A three-part text for beginners. CD-ROM contains additional exercises. 

 

Easy reader series, Grafisk 

 
Level A — 600 words 

Boccaccio G. Andreuccio da Perugia, 

9780850485097, £4.55 

Fo D. Gli imbianchini non hanno ricordi, 

9780850483642, £4.55 

Ginzburg N. Ti ho sposato per allegria, 

9780850485530, £4.55 

Maraini D. Mio marito/L’altra famiglia, 

9788723904225, £4.99 

 

Level B — 1,200 words 

Calvino I. Marcovaldo, 9788723904218, 

£6.50 

Campanile A. Il segreto e altri racconti, 

9780850485684, £5.70 

Collodi C. Le avventure di Pinocchio, 

9780850485790, £5.70 

Guareschi G. Don Camillo, 9780850485837, 

£5.70 

Silone, I. Vino e pane, 9780850485820, £5.70 

Soldati M. Cinque novelle, 9780850486070, 

£5.70 

Tamaro, S. Va' dove ti porta il cuore, 

9788723901781, £5.70 

 

 

Level C — 1,800 words 

Agus, M. Mal di Pietre, 9780850484342, 

£5.70 

Ammaniti, N. Io non ho paura, 

9780850483970, £5.70 

Baricco, A. Seta, 9780850483888, £5.70 

Camilleri, A. Nuove avventure con 

Montalbano, 9780850483161, £5.70 

Camilleri, A. Otto giorni con Montalbano, 

9780850483130, £5.70 

Cassola C. La ragazza di Bube, 

9780850485110, £5.70 

Deledda G. L’edera, 9780850485523, £5.70 

Fruttero, C. Donne informate sui fatti, 

9780850484205, £5.70 

Moravia A. Sette racconti, 9780850486063, 

£5.70 

Pirandello, L. Novelle per un ano, 

9780850484625, £5.70 
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Imparare leggendo: letture graduate (Il Gatto Nero), CIDEB 

Lively stories with exercises and activities. 
 

Level 1 
La collana longobarda & CD, 

9788853010407, £11.99 

Giallo al grand hotel du lac & CD, 

9788853010889, £12.50 

La ricetta segreta & CD, 9788853010872, 

£10.99 

Indagine a Firenze & CD, 9788853014337, 

£10.99 

 

Level 2  
La casa sulla scogliera & CD, 

9788853008145, £12.50 

Delitto in piazza del campo & CD, 

9788853000552, £10.50 

Tango & CD, 9788877549433, £11.95 

Veleno a colazione & CD, 9788877548177, 

£11.50 

Il mistero di Veronica & CD, 

9788853000705, £12.95 

Villa dei Mughetti & CD, 9788853010391, 

£11.50 

Storia d'amore & CD, 9788853000576, 

£11.50 

Mistero a Roma & CD, 9788853014344, 

£11.99 

 

Level 3  
Il mistero dell’abbazia & CD, 

9788853007308, £12.99 

Rose rosse per il commissario & CD, 

9788877549044, £10.50 

Viaggio a Venezia & CD, 9788877549518, 

£14.99 

 

Level 4  
I promessi sposi & CD, 9788853006608, 

£10.95 

Sandokan e le tigri di Mompracem & CD, 

9788853004895, £12.99 

 

 New  Imparare l'italiano con i fumetti, 2014, Edilingua 

Dylan Dog - L'alba dei morti viventi (B1-B2), 9788898433155, £9.00; Dylan Dog - Jack lo squartatore 

(B1-B2), 9788898433162, £9.00; Julia - Ucciderò (B1-B2), 9788898433278, £9.00; Corto Maltese (B2-C1), 

9788898433179, £9.00 

This series of readers for adults and adolescents takes original Italian comics - popular both in Italy 

and around the world - and adapts them for intermediate level students of Italian language. 

 New  L'italiano con i fumetti, Alma 

Livello A1 — Roma 2050 d.C., 9788861822887, £11.99 

Livello A2 — Una storia italiana, 9788861822894, £12.95; Il mistero di Casanova, 9788861823167, 

£11.99 

Livello B1 — Habemus papam, 9788861822900, £12.50; Rigoletto, 9788861823150, £11.99 

A stimulating way to learn Italian language and culture through Italian comic strips. 

Adult Courses 

Arrivederci! (Colombo, F. et al), 2011-2012 

A communicative course in 3 levels which develops the basic language skills whilst introducing 

students to Italian culture and society. Each coursebook comprises 12 units, 3 revision chapters, 

and includes a CD. 
Level 1 — Textbook & CD, 9789606930805, £18.50; textbook & CD (English version), 9789606931215, 

£22.50; teacher’s book, 9789606930812, £14.50 

Level 2 — Textbook & CD, 9789606930829, £20.50; teacher’s book, 9789606930836, £13.99; textbook & 

CD (English version), 9789607706676, £22.50 

Level 3 — Textbook & CD, 9789606930935, £20.50; teacher's book, 9789606930942, £11.99 

Chiaro: corso di italiano (de Savorgnani, G.), 2010-2011, Alma 

An Italian course divided into three levels (A1, A2, B1). 
Level A1 — textbook, 9788861822504, £21.99; workbook, 9788861821446, £14.99; teacher’s book, 

9788861820104, £16.99; Ascolti supplementari & CD (A1-B1), 9788861823273, £15.50 

Level A2 — textbook, 9788861821491, £24.99; workbook, 9788861822351, £12.99; teacher’s book, 

9788861821484, £17.50; Ascolti supplementari & CD (A1-B1), 9788861823273, £15.50 

Level B1 — textbook, 9788861822375, £20.50; workbook, 9788861822924, £13.99; teacher’s book, 

9788861822368, £17.50; Ascolti supplementari & CD (A1-B1), 9788861823273, £15.50 
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Contatti: a first course in Italian (Freeth, M. & G. Checketts), 3rd edition, 2011, Hodder Education 
Book, 9781444133141, £25.99; activity book, 9781444139365, £12.99; complete pack (book/(2) 

CDs/support book), 9781444133134, £37.50+VAT 

A course for adults, with the emphasis placed on communication. 

Contatti 2: an intermediate course in Italian (Freeth, M. & G. Checketts), 2nd ed., 2011, Hodder 

Education 
Book with CD(s), 9781444139334, £33.33+VAT.  

This course is ideal for both group and individual study, and covers the skills and structures 

required to bridge the gap between GCSE and A-Level. 

Foundations Italian (Benetti, M. et al.), Palgrave 

Lively interactive adult course for complete beginners and post-beginners. The teaching moves 

away from the more tourist-based approach often found in language courses.  Contains a 

comprehensive self-study section. 
Volume 1 — Student’s book & 2 CDs, 9780230537828, £25.99 

Volume 2 — Student's book with exercises and answer keys, 9781403936752, £25.99 

The Italian project: an Italian course for English speakers (Marin, T., S. Magnelli), 2009-2010, 

Edilingua 

A modern, multimedia course for teenage and adult students featuring Italian socio-cultural real life 

through the use of authentic materials and systematic work on the four language skills. To be 

completed over four levels, this is the English version of the popular course 'Progetto Italiano'. 
Level 1A (A1) — student’s book, workbook, CD-ROM and audio-CD, 9788898433001, £20.99 

Level 1B (A2) — student’s book, workbook, CD-ROM and audio-CD, 9789606930201, £24.99 

Level 2A (B1) — Student's book, workbook, CD-ROM and audio-CDs, 9789606930218, £21.99 

Level 2B (B2) — Student's book, workbook, CD-ROM and audio-CD, 9789606930225, £22.50 

 New  New Italian Espresso 

Level 1 — Textbook & DVD, 9788861823549, £39.99; workbook, 9788861823570, £16.95 

An Italian course for English speakers, particularly suitable for schools and universities, which 

offers a range of multimedia resources to aid and invigorate the language-learning experience. 

 New  Nuovo Espresso, 2014, Alma Littera 

New edition of the bestselling three-part Italian course for adults covering levels A1, A2 and B1 of 

the CEFR. See also 'New Italian Espresso' for bilingual coursebooks. 
Level 1 (A1) — Libro studente + DVD-ROM, 9788861823174, £32.00; libro studente, 9788861823181, 

£22.50; CD(s), 9788861823198, £14.99 

Level 2 (A2) — Libro studente + DVD-ROM, 9788861823204, £34.50; libro studente, 9788861823211, 

£21.95; CD(s), 9788861823228, £14.99 

Level 3 (B1) — Libro studente + DVD-ROM, 9788861823389, £34.50; libro studente, 9788861823396, 

£21.99; CD(s), 9788861823402, £14.99 

Nuovo Progetto Italiano: corso multimediale di lingua e civiltà italiana (Marin, T., & S. Magnelli), 

2007, Edilingua 

For adolescents and adult students. It provides a thorough grounding in reading, writing and oral 

skills, using modern everyday language. Contains lively communicative activities and grammar 

tables. 
Livello elementare 1 (A1-A2) — Libro dello studente & CD-ROM, 9789606632242, £24.50; quaderno 

degli esercizi, 9789606632259, £14.95; guida per l'insegnante, 9789606632297, £17.99; CD(s), 

9789606632266, £11.75+VAT; glossary & grammar - supplemento per studenti anglofoni, 

9789606632624, £10.95; dieci racconti, 9789606632914, £9.99; DVD(s), 9789606930232, £26.25+VAT 

Livello intermedio 2 (B1-B2) — Libro dello studente & CD-ROM, 9789606632761, £21.50; Quaderno 

degli esercizi, 9789606632723, £14.99; Guia didattica, 9789606632723, £14.99; CD(s), 9789606632747, 

£13.18+VAT; undici racconti, 9789606632341, £8.99 

Livello intermedio – avanzato 3 — Libro dello studente with CDs, 9789606930041, £23.95; quaderno 

degli esercizi, 9789606930102, £15.50; guida per l'insegnante, 9789606930096, £16.99 
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Qui Italia.it: Corso di lingua per stranieri (Mazzetti, A.), 2011, Le Monnier 

Up to date course for adults. 
Livello A1-A2 — student’s book & DVD, 9788800802680, £28.99; teacher's guide & DVD & MP3 CD, 

9788800801270, £16.99 

Livello B1 — student’s book & DVD, 9788800805940, £31.50; teacher's guide & DVD & MP3 CD, 

9788800806275, £16.99 

Livello B2 — student’s book & DVD, 9788800806664, £27.99; teacher's guide & DVD & MP3 CD, 

9788800806671, £15.99 

Self Study 

50 ways to improve your Italian (Teach Yourself) (Malandra, V.), 2010, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781444110661, pp.142, £9.99 

Basic Italian (Visconti, A.), 2011, McGraw-Hill, 9780071634687, £10.99 

A supplementary workbook companion for beginners, whether self-study or in classroom situations. 

Each bite-sized lesson introduces a grammar concept along with lots of fun exercises. Answers are 

included. 

Collins easy learning Italian conversation, 2nd ed., 2015, HarperCollins, 9780008111991, £8.99 

The easiest way to start speaking Italian with all the phrases you need. Free audio download 

available online. 

Colloquial Italian (Lymbery, S.), 2005, Routledge 

This course is suitable either for self-study or class use and offers a step-by-step approach to written 

and spoken Italian. Part 1 is for complete beginners and part 2 for intermediate-advanced. 
Part 1 — Book, 9780415362689, £14.99; book with CD(s), 9780415434898, £26.98+VAT  

Part 2 — Book, 9780415281546, £15.99; book with CD(s), 9780415442350, £32.87+VAT  

 New  Enjoy intermediate Italian (Lymbery, S.), 2014, Hodder & Stoughton, book with CD(s), 

9781473602915, £19.99 

A practical course for intermediate (B2) learners. 

Living Italian: a grammar-based course, 6th ed. (Valgimigli, V.), 2012, Hodder, book with CD(s), 

9781444154009, £15.99 

A traditional approach to language learning, based on solid grammatical foundations, translation 

skills and practical vocabulary. Includes revision units, answer key, and accompanying CD. 

Read and think Italian (Various), 2011, McGraw-Hill, book with CD(s), 9780071763653, £13.73 

A package for intermediate and advanced level students, with more than 100 articles in Italian 

about the diversity of Italian culture. Includes a bilingual glossary on each page and comprehension 

exercises. Native speakers read aloud many of the articles on the CD. 

 New  Rosetta Stone Italian complete (Level 1 to 5), 2014, Rosetta Stone, 9781617169755, £249.99 

With Rosetta Stone you learn a new language in a similar way to how you learned your first 

language - by simply connecting words, images and sounds in realistic scenarios. Award winning, 

interactive Windows CD-ROM for total immersion in Italian. 

Teach Yourself Complete Italian (Vallacio, L., & M. Elston), 2012, Hodder Education 
Book, 9781444177312, £17.99; book with CD(s), 9781444177343, £29.99 

Vocational & Business 

Obiettivo professione for English-speakers (Constantion, A. & A. Riviecco), 2011, book & CD, 

9788875734367, £25.75 

This business Italian course teaches useful language for the workplace, such as: writing emails, 

making presentations, speaking on the phone, business trips, sales and many other skills. 
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Background topics 

 

Politics, economics, social studies and geography 

Aprile, Pino. Giú al sud: Perché i terroni salveranno l'Italia, 2012, Piemme, pp.473, 9788866216124, 

£13.99 

A journey through the regions of southern Italy where the author thinks the future of the country 

lies. 

Falcone, G. & M. Padovani. Cose di Cosa Nostra, 2012, Rizzoli, pp.183, 9788817057424, £10.99 

The extraordinary book that opened Italians’ eyes to the truth about the Mafia. 

Various. Regioni d'Italia dalla A alla Z, 2011, Giunti, pp.251, hardback, 9788809759183, £16.99 

An encyclopedia of Italian regions featuring history and some interesting facts. 

—— Spazio Civiltà, 2013, Loescher,  
Student's book, 9788858304587, £17.99; teacher's book, 9788858304594, £5.99 

Divided into 5 themes, the book offers a wide variety of activities based on Italian culture, literature 

and civilisation. 

History 

 New  Augias, Corrado. I segreti d'Italia, 2013, Rizzoli, pp.295, 9788817067164, £12.99 

Stories, places, characters of Italy, in a book about the whole nation. 

Barzini, L. The Italians, 2001, Penguin, pp.400, 9780140145953, £12.99 

Few writers have ever painted a portrait of their compatriots as, frankly and fearlessly as Luigi 

Barzini's. Cutting through the familiar clichés, he instructs us with a cascade of anecdotes and 

provides a marvellous guided tour through centuries of history. 

Duggan, C. A concise history of Italy, 2nd ed., 2013, Cambridge UP, pp.360, 9780521747431, £16.99 

Italy's history from the fall of the Roman Empire in the west to the present day and surveying the 

difficulties Italy has faced during the last two centuries in forging a nation state. 

Gilmour, D. The pursuit of Italy: a history of a land, its regions and their peoples, 2012, Penguin, 

9780141043418, £9.99 

The history of the Italian peninsula, full of well-chosen stories and observations from personal 

experience, and peopled by many of the great figures of the past, from famous writers to the 

controversial political figures of the twentieth century. 

Nicaso, A. & M. Pignotti. L'italia spiegata ai ragazzi, 2011, Mondadori, pp.174, 9788804613558, £14.99 

A book which introduces Italian history to the new generation. 

Stiles, A. The unification of Italy, 1815-1870, Hodder & Stoughton, 9780340907016, £13.99 

Cinema and music 

Bondanella, Peter. The Italian cinema book, 2013, British Film Institute, 9781844574049, £25.99 

Provides a comprehensive and dynamic guide to the major critical issues in the study of Italian 

cinema. Brings together some of the most distinguished and innovative scholars, critics, and film 

historians in the field to consider a number of historical, cultural, and theoretical issues. 

 


